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Chapter 2.3., page 15, line 3
“Fibres” should be replaced by “Fibrils”.

Chapter 4.1., page 25, line 15
“C/LC5” should be “C/LC95”.

Chapter 4.2., page 31, line 10, 11, 13
“TOCNF/lignin” should be “TOCNF/LCNF”

“C/L67” should be “C/LC67”

“C/CL67” should be “C/LC 67”

Chapter 4.2., page 32, Row 8, 9, 10
“C/CL87” should be “C/LC87”
“C/CL80” should be “C/LC80”
“C/CL67” should be “C/LC67”

Chapter 4.4.1, page 37, line 10

“L/T33” should be “C/LC67”

Publication 3, page 6016, equation 4

“\( \sigma = \frac{Rl}{A} \)” should be “\( \sigma = \frac{l}{RA} \)"